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previous iteration with new ticket
offers added daily.
While we’re not
recommending
you see three different productions of “The
Nutcracker”
this winter, if
you wanted to,
you might be able
to swing it: Tickets
to Boston Ballet’s, José Mateo Ballet
Theatre’s, and Tony Williams Dance
Center’s renditions of the Christmas
classic are all available. (Sorry, no
“Slutcracker” deals here, but those tickets are $27, in case you were wondering.) Additionally, the program doesn’t
discriminate against productions that
aren’t season-themed, as the name
may suggest. Some alternative Holiday
highlights include the Actors’ Shakespeare Project’s “Phèdre,” ArtsEmerson’s “The Trip to Bountiful” starring
Vanessa Williams (pictured on right),
and Huntington Theatre Company’s
“Awake and Sing!” (reviewed on page
38). To cash in on the Mayor’s cheer,
visit mayorsholiday.com.
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Our number one
recommendation for
sniffing out affordable
arts events is to have a
taste for affordable arts
events—you can’t beat
the prices of fringe,
pop-up, and do-it-yourself events in town. But
just as you occasionally want to ditch Tasty
Burger for a Craigie’s
on Main marrowinfused beef patty,
sometimes you want to
put on a tie and top hat
and head to the ballet.
The time when that’s
most feasible is during
the Mayor’s Holiday, a
six-week-long half-price
ticketing initiative
held by ArtsBoston
in partnership with
Mayor Marty Walsh
and the City of Boston.
Now in its 11th year, the
program boasts more
participating shows—
over 130—than in any
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whiz mathematician, you can get in for free with a plus-one, so
take a friend if you fall into one of the above categories. Otherwise, get your hands on a pair of Crimson cheeks and enjoy the
perks. Cambridge residents and anyone 18 and under also get in
free anytime, although they don’t have the option of bringing a
friend. Non-Harvard students pay $10, 65+ pay $13, and the rest of
you are shit out of luck and need to fork over the full $15.
But with the newly polished facilities, an architectural feat
designed by Renzo Piano in which he conjoined, renovated, and
expanded the three existing buildings, a new public access
piazza-inspired courtyard has emerged, with an entrance by
way of the old Fogg entrance on Quincy Street, or at the new
entrance on Prescott Street. While this may sound a bit like we’re
suggesting you go to the mall, steer clear of the stores, and loiter
in the atrium, rest assured the area is outfitted with more than
just bathrooms. The public space extends into a cafe, as well as
the ground and lower museum levels, and features a number
of contemporary works, including the aforementioned Weiwei
piece, and Rebecca Horn’s Flying Books Under Black Rain Painting.
Calderwood Courtyard is a site to see in and of itself: bordered
by glass arcades extending three flours and capped with a glass
ceiling, the sunlit nook aims to be a retreat, much in the way the
Boston Public Library’s courtyard acts as a serene escape from
bustling Copley square.

HARVARD ART MUSEUMS | OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM-5PM | HARVARDARTMUSEUMS.ORG

Showing
the likes
of Enamel
Kingdom

TOP TWO HARVARD ART MUSEUM PHOTOS BY PETER VANDERWARKER. BOTTOM RIGHT BY ZAK JENSEN.
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If you didn’t check
out the Harvard
Arts Museums’ free
entry days, well,
you missed them
by a nose hair. The
long-awaited, six-years-in-the-making jigsaw puzzle
marriage of the Fogg (Western art), the Sackler
(Asian, Islamic, and Ancient), and the Busch-Reisinger (Germanic), opened to the public on Sunday,
with complimentary admission on Monday and
Tuesday. But we do not bear bad news only; there
are still a couple of ways for your shoes to be
among the first to scuff the floors on the cheap. So,
if you’re interested in how to tap into the 250,000work collection representing global art from antiquity
to modernity—ranging from Chinese jade to Vincent van Gogh’s
self-portrait to Gauguin, a handful of O’Keefes to the subversive
video installations of Ai Weiwei—listen up.
If you’re a Mass resident who happens to be up before noon
on a Saturday, head to HAM (not nearly as elegant an acronym as
PEM or MoMA if you ask us) between 10am and 12pm for complimentary admission. If you’re paying tuition at Harvard, teaching
at Harvard, or gainfully employed as a janitor but also secretly a
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• Check out Small
Theatre Alliance
• Dinah DeVille and The Bloodstains
of Boston on the
For those of you looking for a little less Sondweb for updates
heim and a lot more fishnets, consider a burlesque show.
on affordable
Pretty much any show by any troupe in town is under $25 (and
fringe producthere are lot of them). An upcoming highlight, helmed by Dinah
tions about town.
DeVille, is “All Cramped Up. Again” at the Middle East downstairs, a
night of tits, tassels, and rock ’ n’ roll for $15 in advance, $20 at the door.
Looking to be a little more stingy, but still
seeking sexy? Find Miss Dinah DeVille
• Merrimack
on Facebook.
Repertory Theatre
This Lowell-based company reminds
• American
that some of the cheapest tricks hang just
Repertory Theater
outside Boston and Camberville. Any seat at the
If you like A.R.T., join the
first show of each production is just $5—next up,
• Bad Habit Productions
• Huntington
club. No literally. Memthe musical comedy “13 Things About Ed Carpolotti” on
Take
a
gander
at
the
mission
Theatre Company
berships for students are
Nov. 28—when purchased in-person the day of the show
statement of BHP and notice the
Huntington Theatre
only $10, and each ticket
beginning at 4:30pm. For the nitty-gritty, visit mrt.org.
words “accessible” and “affordable”
Company has their
with membership is $15.
at the core of their program. Their On
bases covered: First:
Even if you only make
Tap series, which explores music, comstudent deals. Second:
it to one show for the
• Cheap Seats
edy, and new scripts, is only $10 if you buy
veteran discounts.
whole season, you’re
If you stumbled upon Cheap
in
advance
(next
up
is
the
Celtic-inspired
Third: $25 seats for
only out $25 dollars,
Seats yourself, you may have
“Slainte!” on Dec 7 at The Burren) and you
all. Home Plate: comwhich is less than what
deduced that the monthly om• Solas Nua
can get $8 off seats at Tom Stoppard’s “The
munity memberships.
it cost you to take a
ni-genre, all-inclusive, creatively
FREE, suggested donaReal Thing” (through Nov 22) if you buy
But because they are
date to Interstellar.
adventurous variety show is affordtion:
$10
(see
pg.
16).
more
than
12
hours
before
showtime.
theater people and
Scared of commitable. But allow us to remind you:
Stay on the up-and-up and scout
don’t need to stick to
ment? Try rushing a
tickets are $5-10ish. Note that beautiprices on the low at
baseball metaphors,
show or get online
ful, compromising, understanding
• The Hub Theater Co. of Boston
badhabitproductions.org.
they’ve added an extra
early for the $25 seats
“-ish” in there. For the particulars on
It’s not unusual for theater companies to offer
base: 35 Below Wrap
to Eve Ensler’s “O.P.C.,”
the two-year anniversary banger on
pay-what-you-can performances, but it is damn
Parties. For patrons 35
starring Melissa Leo
Dec. 19, find Cheap Seats on Facebook.
near unheard of that one would offer the deal—
and under, $25 tickets
and Olivia Thirlby,
with no minimum payment, mind you—for each
are available to all perbeginning Nov. 28.
and every production. But The Hub Theater Co.,
formances, and that
For Broadway-caliber
celebrating its second anniversary, does
Lyric Stage Company
• Company One Theater
ticket
permits you to a
shows on the cheap,
just that. The intersected “Six Hotels” is at Club
The most underutilized perk
The first two Sunday performances
bash
with
drinks, live
visit americanreperCafe until Nov. 22, so head over, fork over
of being in college—with the
for each C1 production are a Pay-Whatmusic, and backstage
torytheater.org.
what-you-can, and enjoy. For deets on
complimentary gym membership
You-Can, $6 minimum deal (next up, the
access. See? If you add
upcoming events, visit
a close second—is Student Rush. Yes,
highly anticipated “Shockheaded Peter”
booze,
they will come.
hubtheatreboston.org.
you have to show up a half-hour early,
in March), and students get $15 tix during
For the particulars
and yes, there is a small chance that you
the entire run. But what you should really be
on the Jan. 16 fête acmay be turned away, but for a $10 ticket (a
on
the
lookout
for
are
the
engaging
events
these
companying
“Vanya and
• Boston Symphony
saving of up to $53 for Lyric Stage’s latest, “The Tale of
folks
host
to
complement
their
performances
Sonia
and
Masha
and
Orchestra
The Allergist’s Wife,” beginning Nov 21) it’s worth
(think: trivia nights, parties, open mic nights,
Spike,” visit huntingtonWith the BSO, we don’t
the trouble. Consider it a theater rite of passage.
studio sessions), which will round out your
theatre.org.
have to get our shit
And for those who can’t be bothered, or those
theatergoing
experience
and,
ahem,
stretch
together until we’re 40.
who no longer boast student status, take
those admission dollars. Stay connected
That’s right, they won’t
advantage of the $25 seats at every
with the crew at companyone.org.
ask for more than $20 for
show. Get informed at
each performance until
lyricstage.com.
We’ve
you’re a few years from a
• SpeakEasy Stage
handmidlife crisis. Not only that,
These guys offer payselected a few
but beginning on Nov. 19,
what-you-can ($15), student
deals and steals
PENNYWISE
they’re holding free sessions, BSO
rush
($15),
and $25 for 25-and-under,
from the hundreds
$0-$1
For Dummies (they call it BSO 101:
so this Dec., there are no barriers to
of art organizations
Are You Listening? Variations on Variations),
seeing “Necessary Monsters,” a comedy by local
about town. While these
to help develop your ear for classical on select
playwright
John Kuntz. Unless you have less than $15. In
THRIFTY
offers are particular to
Wednesday nights through March. To staht
that
case,
see
previous offers, or put in time as an
$2-$15
these folks, they may not be
getting wicked cultuhed, visit bso.org.
usher and get tix to a performance for free. To
unique. So be on the lookout for
make things easy on your wallet, visit
similar bargains from your favorite
HEY, I BUDGET
speakeasystage.com.
establishments.
FOR THE ARTS
$16-$INFINITE

After booking the room, he reached out to Dennis
Houlihan, president of the Solas Nua board, to see if
they’d be interested in supporting the staged reading.
“His response was, ‘You’re part of the Solas family, so if
you want to continue our work up there I say have at it.’
Thankfully, the board agreed with him.”
With a green light from the mothership, McCool donned the title of artistic director and held the first event
in June, and one each month since.
The October production, which
McCool directed, drew in the largest
crowd yet. This month, Monday, Nov.
24, Hatem Addel directs “Great Artists
Steal” by emerging Irish playwright
Seamus Collins.
“People come in expecting leprechauns and rainbows, the sort of American and phony version of Irish
culture,” says McCool on the misconceptions surrounding Irish theater. “Instead, they get a piece set in a meat
plant in Belfast with prostitutes and drug dealers.”
There have been no fully staged productions (although there may be as early as Feb.), but he says the
readings are more orchestrated than you may find elsewhere. “I like to describe our stage readings as five percent less than a full production.” He continues, “But good
actors will make the scripts disappear within a minute.
They just stop looking down and you sort of forget after
a little while that they’re holding scripts.”

SOLAS NUA STAGED READINGS | THE BURREN | LAST MONDAY EVERY MONTH | SOLASNUA.ORG/BOSTON
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BOTTOM PHOTOS BY SHAUNA B. ALEXANDER, TOP BY JASON MCCOOL

When Jason McCool moved
from Washington, D.C., to
Boston, he brought a memento
with him. And it wasn’t a
Nationals hat.
Originally from Brockton,
McCool—who is much more
of a Harris tweed cap kind of
guy— studied at the University of Maryland, and while in
the D.C. area got involved with
Solas Nua, which translates to
“New Light,” the only organization in the U.S. dedicated exclusively to contemporary Irish
arts. Though the nonprofit
tackles all mediums, McCool was entrenched in theater
projects. When he relocated back to Mass last year to
begin doctoral work at BU, McCool left Solas Nua behind.
Not even a year away from The Capitol, McCool missed
the energy and events of Solas, and thought about establishing an organization with a similar aesthetic. After all,
celebrating Irish culture in Boston is “kind of a no-brainer.”
“I wanted to find a place that felt like it was begging
for something to be staged in it,” says McCool. “When I
first walked into the backroom at the Burren, it was absolutely perfect. I literally sat at the bar there, had a pint
of Guinness, and cracked open this book of plays ... and
I’m like, ‘Boom. I’m gonna direct this play here.’”

CHECK OUT LAST WEEK’S
SUBSCRIBER DEALS
EAST SOMERVILLE FOODIE CRAWL
GIVEAWAY!! NEW ENGLAND
SUPER MEGA FEST TICKETS

CHUCK PROPHET
@ JOHNNY D’S UPTOWN

SIGN UP NOW
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Wandering Boston’s
South End, I am enjoying
temporary art installations
with the artist Pat Falco. As part of his fall
residency at the Boston Center for the Arts,
he’s hand-painting text-based signs this
month and placing them in choice public
areas. The project, with the meta title
“Untitled November,” leads us to Dwight
Street, where we hop into a dumpster together to view a snide piece about
“AFFORDABLE HOUSING.” Eschewing art world clichés, he strives to present and
create work that is approachable, humorous, and, perhaps above all, honest.
Similar to Jean-Michel Basquiat or Shephard Fairey, Falco’s work is meant to
spark subversive, playful thought in the viewer. “I liked graffiti as a kid,” says Falco
when we sit down for our formal chat in the BCA. “Everything that’s been good has
been done, but I like that public realm.” Despite his claim that there’s little ground
left uncovered, his signs feel unique. As did his two-day installation at the North
End’s Columbus Park, Boston’s Contemporary Art Museum for Contemporary Art,
Artists, and their Contemporaries, which shared visual art, performance art, and
screenings in a pubic setting—and comically proclaimed itself “Boston’s largest
Contemporary Art Museum under 100 square feet.”
The aforementioned projects inject social discussion with wit and humor. And
they happen to be a way for the shy Falco to reach broad audiences. “I had all these
issues that were Boston-centric, that I wanted to turn into a daily thing.” One of
his sneering messages swarmed through social media earlier this month when Pat
tweaked a Fort Point sign that initially gloated, “New England’s largest and oldest
artist community.” It now admits, “New England’s largest and oldest luxury condo
community.” The subtle change is beautiful, direct commentary—the rapid growth
of the neighborhood and an influx of wealthy new residents are largely pushing
out the artists it proudly claims. Falco says, “I think the main goal is to divert
attention to the issue. There’s a residual effect to when people see them.”
As a city, Boston has its share of puritanical restrictions. We’re liberal, but we
tend to take ourselves too seriously. Thoughtful humor like Falco’s encourages us
(and in some cases teaches us) to enjoy contemporary art, and to loosen up. He’s
raising awareness and making us laugh. It’s honest, it’s humorous, and it’s the best
way to reach an audience.
Keep that in mind when you stumble upon some disconcerting text, because
nothing is sacred in his work. Not even Christopher Columbus, whose North End
monument has a fresh Falco sign around his shoulders reading, “I’m sorry everyone.”
FOLLOW PAT FALCO’S UNFOLDING RESIDENCY AT UNTITLEDNOVEMBER.COM.
FOR MORE INFO ON THE FINAL L.A.P. SHOW, ON DISPLAY THROUGH SUN 12.21,
VISIT LINCOLNARTSPROJECT.COM
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found that out. It makes it a more accessible and
welcoming community to everybody. Well, everybody 18 and older!”
Not to mention, the slam’s inception is
especially good news for those DigBoston readers who do not reside near popular Cambridge
poetry hubs like the Cantab or the Lizard Lounge
(both of which have a small door fee). “It’s one
thing to have poetry events in
Cambridge, but there is really
Eat, sleep,
no accessible slam on this
side of the river in Boston,”
and breath
says Johnson. “One of our
poetry at the
main goals is to have an acHouse Slam
cessible venue where poets
in roxbury
can express themselves in
a safe space free of racism,
homophobia, transphobia, sexism, et cetera.”
That all-inclusive, accessible mission is drawing in both emerging poets—“active writers,
bringing new work to the stage”—and those
who frequent slams on the regular, or as Johnson
says, those who “eat, sleep, and breathe poetry.”
If you party animals can keep your fingers
snapping until the poets stop “poem-ing” at you,
you will not only be part of a more lively nightlife in Dudley Square, but also an important
addition to the growing slam scene.

HOUSE SLAM | EVERY 2ND + 4TH FRIDAY | HOUSESLAMBOSTON.ORG
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World Premiere!
Pinocchio
January 30 – February 22

The TasTe oF sunrise
march 13 – 22

shreK The musical
aPril 17 - may 24

Professional, Affordable Theatre for every Generation.
617-879-2300

TicKeTs@WheelocK.edu

WWW.WheelocKFamilyTheaTre.org
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Born at the longstanding Haley House
Bakery this summer,
the House Slam is
already making waves
in the area’s tight-knit
community of poets.
Self-proclaimed and
audience-approved
“slammasters” Janae
Johnson and Porsha
Olayiwola are responsible for spreading the slam
gospel to Dudley Square, the culture-infused
heart of Roxbury. “I don’t know if you’ve ever
been to Dudley Square,” says Johnson, during a
quick phone call between meetings, “but everything there shuts down at like 6pm, so to have an
event that goes until 10:30 is a big deal.”
The very first House Slams, to Johnson’s pleasant surprise, were received wonderfully. “Haley
House gave us these two trial dates to see what
the reception would be like—we had a packed
house both nights.” There was so much interest,
in fact, that they had to turn people away at the
door due to the snug 60-person capacity. One
draw may be that the events, comprised of an
open mic, a feature poet, and a finale competition, don’t charge a cover. “There is value in
having [the events] be free, and I think we’ve

